Nimble Numbers

Introduction

Look Or Listen - Say And Do

Many schools are moving towards the inclusion of more physically active and engaging learning
opportunities in lessons, lunch times and after school clubs, together with the provision of 120
minutes of PE curriculum time per week. Val Sabin Publications already provide comprehensive
manuals, programmes and schemes of work which help support a healthy and active learning
environment in schools. However, for those who like to add something a little different, we now
offer “Nimble Numbers” which can be used to translate any numbers, dates, sums etc. into actions
and can be utilised at any time in the day.

Benefits - Nimble Numbers:
...can be counted as activity supplemental to curriculum in the fight against obesity.
...is extra to the PE curriculum and does not compromise it.
...can be used in short bursts at any time of the day or have a designated time slot.
...can be done in the classroom with no need to change clothes etc.
...can be executed either with a partner or together as a class.
...have been chosen for maximum benefit for body and mind; the movements are
not random.
...have a purpose - familiarisation of numbers and symbols lead to practise of mental
arithmetic and introduction to other aspects of mathematics and numbers.
...can put the “fun” back into working with numbers.
...can be introduced and progressed in an age- and ability-appropriate way, so all classes in
the school could be at differing stages and using the number code in different ways.
...can “brighten up” a dull class or bring together a lively or disparate group.

Learning The Code!
1.

Familiarise yourself, and the children, with the numbers and actions that make up the code.

2.

Start with very simple activities and numbers, and repeat, until the pupils are confident.

3.

Carefully add another number or symbol to gradually increase the challenge to pupils.

4.

Make sure the level is still appropriate to maintain full participation.
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USING “NIMBLE NUMBERS”.
USE THE CODE HOWEVER YOU WISH, BUT HERE ARE A FEW IDEAS TO START YOU
OFF!
1. Could start the day by acting out the date in numbers.
2. During the day, the teacher could call out a random number and pupils act it out together.
3. Listen or look, say it, do it – that is the mantra to maintain interest and achieve success.
4. Teacher could call out, or put on the board, a simple sum and pupils act out the answer.
5. Pupils could act out parts of times tables.
6. “Nimble Numbers” could help embed simple percentages etc.
7. A simple sum could be given to a class just before a break time. Pupils act out the answer
after break.
8.  A fixed “Nimble Numbers” short slot could form part of a daily routine.
9. A different pupil each day could present a number or sum to be acted out.
10. Can be used as a whole class activity – all doing it together, or in pairs.
11. Partners can challenge each other to “read” the number they are showing, or they could
create a sum together and act it out matching each other.
BE CREATIVE AND THINK OF DIFFERENT WAYS “NIMBLE NUMBERS” CAN BE USED!!
Enjoy experimenting with the numbers and let us know if you create an exciting idea!
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1
2

COUNTING CODE

Stand Alone Numbers 1 - 19
Jump 2 feet to 2 feet from 1-19.
Simple example - 17 : 17 jumps on the spot.
10 : 10 jumps on the spot.

Add “TY” to create 20-90
Touch both hands on head several times to add
“TY” for any number between 2 and 9 to create 20,
30, 40, etc.
Simple example - 30 : 3 jumps, touch head.
More complex - 34 : 3 jumps, touch head, 4 jumps.

3

Add to 1 - 9 to create hundreds
Rotate hands and forearms rhythmically in front
of the body after any numbers from 1-9 to create
“hundreds”.
Simple example - 400 : 4 jumps, rotate forearms.
More complex - 130 : 1 jump, rotate
forearms, 3 jumps, touch head.

4

Add to 1 to 90 to create thousands
Rotate hands and forearms rhythmically from
one side to the other after any number from
1-90 to create thousands.
Simple example - 5000 : 5 jumps, rotate
forearms from one side to the other.
More complex - 1,260 : 1 jump, rotate
forearms from one side to the other, 2 jumps,
rotate forearms in front of body then 6 jumps,
touch head.
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MATHMATICAL SYMBOLS

5
6
7

Percentage of %

Stretch and clap high to the left, then low to the
right.
Then clap high to the right and low to the left.
Simple example - 10% of 100 : 10 jumps,
claps, 1 jump, rotate forearms.

“And”
Hands on hips and pause.
Simple example - 1,015 : 1 jump, rotate
forearms from one side to the other, stand with
hands on hips, then 15 jumps.

For working with fractions “Over”
Step wide to the side then
step wide to the other side.
Simple example - 3/16 :
3 jumps, step to side, then
16 jumps.

8

“Additions”, “Plus”, “Add”
Start low and slowly rise up to stretch high with
both arms and pause.
Simple example - 6+4 : 6 jumps, rise up slowly, 4 jumps.
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MATHMATICAL SYMBOLS

9
10
11
12
13

“Subtract”, “Minus”, “Take Away”
Start stretched up high then slowly crouch down
low and pause.
Simple example - 8 - 3 : 8 jumps, stretch up,
sink down, 3 jumps.

“Multiply”, “Times”
Stretch arms and legs wide to the shape of an
“x”.
Simple example - 3 x 2 : 3 jumps, stretched
shape, 2 jumps.

“Divide”, “Divided By”
Stand on one leg - pull the other knee up to
your chest and hold it up momentarily, repeat
with the opposite leg.
Simple example - 18 ÷ 6 : 18 jumps, pull
knees to chest alternately, 6 jumps.

“Equals”

Stretch both arms out in front of you, parallel
and reaching forward.
Simple example - 6 + 2 = 8
6 jumps, crouch and rise up slowly, 2 jumps,
stretch arms forward, 8 jumps.

Decimal Point

Stand on one leg and stretch one arm up as
high as possible.
Simple example - 4.8
4 jumps, stand on one leg and stretch high, 8
jumps.
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Stand alone numbers 1 - 19

Know The Numbers

STEP 1

Jump 2 feet to 2 feet on the spot ... numbers 1 - 19.
e.g.
5 - 5 jumps.
9 - 9 jumps.
Teacher guide to number - ...
12 - 12 jumps.

}

Add “TY” to numbers 1 - 9 to make them into 20, 30 etc.

STEP 2

Stand and tap the top of your head several times.
e.g.
30 - 3 jumps, touch head with both hands.
40 - 4 jumps, touch head with both hands.
80 - 8 jumps, touch head with both hands.
20 - 2 jumps, touch head with both hands.

STEP 3

Make numbers 1 - 9 into hundreds
Rotate hands and forearms rhythmically in front of your body.
e.g.
400 - 4 jumps, rotate hands and forearms.
300 - 3 jumps, rotate hands and forearms.
700 - 7 jumps, rotate hands and forearms.
900 - 9 jumps, rotate hands and forearms.

STEP 4

Make numbers 1 - 90 into thousands

Rotate hands and forearms rhythmically from one side to the other after any
number from 1-90 to create thousands.
e.g. 3,000 - 3 jumps, rotate hands and forearms from one side to the other.
6,000 - 6 jumps, 3 jumps, rotate hands and forearms from one side to the other.
9,000 - 9 jumps, 3 jumps, rotate hands and forearms from one side to the other.
20,000 - 20 jumps, 3 jumps, rotate hands and forearms from one side to the other.
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STEP 5

%

STEP 6

Percentage of
Stretch and clap high to the left, then clap low to the right. Repeat to the
other side i.e. high to the right and low to the left.
e.g.
10% of - 10 jumps, high / low / high / low.
12% of - 12 jumps, high / low / high / low.
15% of - 15 jumps, high / low / high / low.
19% of - 19 jumps, high / low / high / low.

“And”
Stand tall with hands on hips and pause.
e.g.
102 - 1 jump, rotate hands and forearms, hands on hips, 2 jumps.

305 - 3 jumps, rotate hands and forearms, hands on hips, 3 jumps.
1,020 - 1 jump, whilst rotating hands from side to side, hands on
		
hips, 2 jumps, tap head.
2,060 - 2 jumps, whilst rotating hands and forearms from side to
		
side, hands on hips, 6 jumps, tap heads.

STEP 7

“Over” - for use with fractions
Step wide to the side then wide to the other side.
e.g.
- 3 jumps, step to each side, 16 jumps.
- 4 jumps, step to each side, 9 jumps.
- 17 jumps, step to each side, 3 jumps.
- 9 jumps, step to each side 5 jumps.

3/16
4/9
17/3
9/5

STEP 8

“Addition”, “Plus”, “Add”
Start low and slowly rise up to stretch high and pause.
e.g.
6 + 4 - 6 jumps, rise slowly to stretch high, 4 jumps.

5 + 6 - 5 jumps, rise slowly to stretch high, 6 jumps.
10 + 3 - 10 jumps, rise slowly to stretch high, 3 jumps.
9 + 9 - 9 jumps, rise slowly to stretch high, 9 jumps.
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STEP 9

“Subtract”, “Minus”, “ Take away”
Start stretched up high and slowly sink down low.
e.g.
8 - 3 - 8 jumps; stretch up high and sink down low, 3 jumps.
4 - 1 - 4 jumps; slowly sink down low, 1 jump.
12 - 6 - 12 jumps slowly sink down low, 6 jumps.
18 - 9 - 18 jumps slowly sink down low, 9 jumps.

STEP 10

“Multiply”, “Times”
Stretch arms and legs wide into an x shape.
e.g.
3 x 2 - 3 jumps, stretch into a wide “x”, 2 jumps.
5 x 6 - 5 jumps, stretch into a wide “x”, 6 jumps.
10 x 3 - 10 jumps, stretch into a wide “x”, 3 jumps.
4 x 15 - 4 jumps, stretch into a wide “x”, 15 jumps.

STEP 11

“Divide”, “Divided by”
Stand on one leg, pull the other knee up to your chest and hold it for a
couple of seconds, then repeat on the opposite leg.
e.g. 18 ÷ 6 - 18 jumps, pull alternate knees up to chest, 6 jumps.
12 ÷ 3 - 12 jumps, pull alternate knees up to chest, 3 jumps.
8 ÷ 2 - 8 jumps, pull alternate knees up to chest, 2 jumps.
16 ÷ 9 - 16 jumps, pull alternate knees up to chest, 4 jumps.

STEP 12

“Equals”
Stretch both arms out in front of you, parallel and reaching forward at
shoulder height.
6 + 2 = 8 - 6 jumps, start low, stretch high, 2 jumps.
eg.
9 - 3 = 6 - 9 jumps, start high and crouch down low, 3 jumps, reach
		
forward with both arms, 6 jumps.
9 ÷ 3 = 3 - 9 jumps, stand on one leg then the other, 3 jumps.
6 x 6 = 36 - 6 jumps, hold shape, 6 jumps, arms parallel held
		
forward, 3 jumps, tap head, 6 jumps.

STEP 13

Decimal Point - for use with decimals
Stand on one leg and point with one hand as high above your head as
possible.
e.g.
6.3 - 6 jumps, point high, 3 jumps.
3.9 - 3 jumps, point high, 9 jumps.
5.2 - 5 jumps, point high, 2 jumps.
16.7 - 16 jumps, point high, 7 jumps.
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